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The primary purpose of this study was to determine the perceptions

of county Extension agente, 4-K fvlative to selected factors

influencing length of tenure in the Ohio Cooperative Extension Scrvtoe

from July 1, 1958 to Jure 30, 1968. The findings of the study may have

implications for the Otr,o Cooperative Extension Service as well as

other states. Extension administrators may be able to utilize the

findings in making policy dectsions, defining position descriptions,

developing criteria for evaluation of prospective personnel, and in

formulating organizatio:mal goals.

Objectives

Tao gft,ral objectives were defined for the study. The first

had nine sub-objectives, each related to a selected "feature groupir4'

as noted below. The second objective was related to background data

on the respondents.

Objective 1

To determine the attitudes of county Extension agents, 4-H toward

the following position features (groups of factors) that are

associated with length of tenure:

1, job requirement factors

2. job analysis factors

3. salary teeters

4. policy factors

5. working relations factors

6. family factors

7. personal factors

b. pre-service training factors

9. in-service training factors

1r)
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Objective 2

To study the relationships between background information and

the tenure of county Extension agents, 4-H, a nail questionnaire was

used to secure information for this study. The questionnaire had

three sections: (1) general background information, (2) attitudinal

scale on factors influencing tenure, (3) open-end questions on

desirable and undesirable featres of the county h-H position.

Personnel records were tsed to identify the 211 men and 2 women

who had held the county Extensiol agent, 4-H position during tha

period of July 1, 1958 through Ju. e 30, 1968. These agents were

divided into three categories, based upon their employment records.

Those who were still in the position at the end of the base period were

assigned to the clessiiication of "present county Extension agent, 4-H."

The agents who had resigned the county 4-H poottion to accept another

position with the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service during the base

period were classified as "former-continued county Extension agent, 4-H."

The remaining agents, who had resigned their county ii-ii position during

the base period to accept employment outside of the Ohio Cooperative

Extension Service, were assigned to the classification of "former-discontinued

county Extension agent, 4-H." A tote of 60 per cent of those personnel in

each of the three egent classification grotps were randomly selected to be

included in the study.

The questionnaire was sent to 128 rresent and for ler agents on

June 12, 1970. This number included 39 a&ents in the present group,

h3 f.o the former-continued group, and 46 in the former-discontinued group.

A total of 118 usable questionnaires were returned in time to be included

in the study. This provided a 92 per cent response.
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The backgrounds of the respondents were wialy4ed by compuLlrm ink./u1

scores on the data collected. Comparisons were made among the agent

classification groups by use of mean scores.

Agent attitudes toward 76 factors influencing the length of tenure

were obteined from responses to a flve-point attitudinal scale for each

factor. A mean weighted score was computed for each position factor by

agent classification gym? and a composite mean was computed for all

respondents. The 76 position factors were further analyzed by

categorizing them into thq nine position feature groupings (identified

to Objective 1) with the factors in each groupLig ranked by the mean

scores of the agent clrAssification 'roues. A rank order correlation was

computed between the mean score renkings of each agent group pairing in

an effort to identify difterenles or similarities in attitudes between

the three agent groups.

A total of 600 personal comments was receiver from the respondents

on two open-end questions reveslAng identification of the most desirable

end undesirable features of the county Extension agent, 4-H position.

he 329 desirable and 471 undesirable comments were analyzed by

identifying then with their corresponding po:Ation feature factors,

thus providing supportive information for the attitudinal responses

received for each of the position factors.

Summary of Findings

General Background Information

Information collected on the backgrounds of the county Extension

agent, 4-H respondents provided factual data on personal characteristics,

training, and experience which might affect their length of tenure.
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The extent of respondent participation in youth organizations did

not, indicate any differences among the agent classification groups wh1.h

Might provide implications for length of tenure in the county 4-H

position. The church, 4-H Club Work, end the Future Farmers of America

were the youth organizations in which the greatest percentage of

respondents participated. The former-continued group was slightly

lower in its percentage of participation and lean years of membership,

while the former-discontinued group had a somewhat longer mean membership

tenure.

There was very little difference between the former-continued and

former-discontinued groups according to the time relationship between

serving in the military and Extension. More than 50 per cent of the

present Ngent group sad not served in the armed forces, while less then

one -third of those in the two former groups had not served iu the

military. A composite of 38 per cent of the respondente lied no military

service, 46 per cent had completed their military service prior to

Extension employment, 10 per cent while employed in Extension, tad 4

per cent served in the military both prior to end during their Extension

employment.

The agents in the two former agent groups generally considered

doing &tension work earlier than those agents in the present group. A

total of 41 per cent of the respondents entertained the idea of

Extension employment after their college graduation, 39 per cent while

enrolled in college, aad the other 20 per cent prior to starting

college. While the greater percentage of formm, &gents considered

Extension employment while in college, the largest percentage of

pres.c agents did not consider it until they were employed in anotner

occupation after their college graduation. There is much similarity

between the two former agent groups in relation to the tire of
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considering Extension employment.

The decision of 47 per cent of the respondents to become an

employee of the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service wet influenced by

Extension personnel and image of Extension agents. The agents in the

former-discontinueet group were not so greatly influenced by these

factors, only 34 per cent compared to an averege of 55 per cent in the

other two groups. They were more readily influenced than the others

by the nature of the work and the opportupity for personal growth.

The present agents were influenced more by the opportunity to serve

people and availability of a position than were the former agents. The

agents in the present-c)ntinued group were influenced more than the

others by their experience as 4-H members.

Approximately 67 per cent of the respondents planned to make

Extension work a career at the time of their employment, while only

34 per cent planned an ExtensiGn youth career. The implication is that

50 per cent of the agents who decided on an Extension career planned to

use the county 441 position as a "stepping, stone" to achieve another

position to which they aspired. The agents in the present group showed

the least interest in Extension work and its youth program as a career.

It is noteworthy that the agent group, former-discontinued, which had

resigned from Extension, is the group which indicated the greatest

intention of making Extension work a cater. Likewise, noteworthy is

the fact that the group, former-continued, which resigned the county 4-H

position for another Extension position, is the group Which indicated the

most interest in an Extension youth work career.

Fifty-eight per cent of the respondents said their spouses understood

the duties connected with the 4-H position at the time of their employment,

18 per cent said they did not and 24 rer cent did not know or were not married.
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The relatively little variation among the groups indicated that this

factor did not influence agent tenure in the 41i position. The

former-discontinued grail) showed the most spouse understanding, while 1110

present group showed the least.

Age of respondents at the time of their employment showed very

little correlation to length of tenure. The mean age at employment of

the present group was 27.7 yews, the former-discontinued group was

26.1 years, and the former-continued group was 25.7 years of age. The

present group had five agents ever the age of 40 at the time of

employment, while the oldest reepondents in the former-discontinued and

former-continued groups were 35 tend 34 years of age, respectively.

The primary occupation of the respondents' parents at the time of

the respondents' high school graduation was, by an ovetwhelming margin,

that of farming, with 78 per cent full-time and 3 per cent part-time

farming. Professional services and manufacturing each claimed 8 per cent

of the parents, with another 3 per cent teaching and 2 per cent in

commercial trades. The differences found among the agent classification

groups were insignificant.

A total of 114 of t.e 118 respondents reported farm experience.

The majority of these had eleven or more years of farming experience

after ten years of age. The mean weighted average among the three

groups varies only by one -h.if of one year.

The differences among agent groups in undergraduate degree majors

are insignificant, wi'h most having majored in agricultural education.

The number of advanced degrees earned varies considerably among the agent

groupings. The former-continued group had 47 per cent of the advanced

degrees, the former - discontinued group had 37 per cent, and the pielent

group had the remaining 16 per cent of the degrees. Graduate degrees

were earned by 53 per cent of the respondents. Doctor of Philosophy
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degrees were earned by ten agents in thc former groups and by none of those

in the present group. Forty-eight per cent of the graduate degree majors

were in agricultural education, with no other major area of study having

more than 10 per cent of the total. The variation ia the number of

advanced degrees earned by the agents in the three grotlps could reflect a

poscible influence on the attitudes of county Extension agents, 4-H toward

remaining in or leaving their positions.

The institutions at which undergraduate and graduate degrees were

pursued allowed little variation among the agent groups, except for the

fact that 21 per cent of the present agente received their undergraduate

degrees at institutions other than The Ohio State University, while

only 2 and 0 per cent were indicated in the former 4-H agent groups.

Also, the quarter of graduation showed little difference among the agent

groups.

A total of 67 agents, or 56 per cent, had done graduate study beyond

their last degree. Sixty-four per cent of the former-continued group had

continued their study, while 62 per ce ;t of the present group and 44 per cent

of Lhe former-discontinued group had done so.

The respondents reported n total of 629 years of tenure in the Ohio

Coop!rative Extension Service, with a mean tenure of five years and

five months. The mean tenure varied considerably among the agent groups.

The former-continued group had a mean of nine years, two months; the

former-discontinued group had four years, five months; and the present

group had a mean tenure of one year, eleven months. A total of 437 years

of tenure in thc position of county Extension agent, 4-H was reported by

the respondents. The mean tenure of the former-continued agents in the

county 4-H position was four years, nine months; the former-discontinued

group had a tenure mean of four years, three months; and the mean of the

agents in the present group was one year and eleven months.



Sixty-one of the lla respondents received occupation experience

prior to their Extension employment. There was very littic difference

among the agent groups on the type of occupation or number of positions

held. The occupations in whi,:h the greatest number of agents participate

were teaching agriculture, commeicial sales and administration, and

military service. The mean number of positions by the agents who did

not enter Extension directly from college is 1.7 positions, Th' only

occupation experience factor which shows a difference ancTlg the rent

groups is that of years of experience. The present agent efol:1, had

almost twice as many years of oceupational experience as either of the

former agent groups. The agents in the present group accumulated 156 years

of experience for a mean of seven years. This compares to a combined

total of 159 years ani a mean of four years for the agents 4ti the two

former groups.

Forty-three responetehts held 61 positions and 172 years of service

in occupations assumed after the termination of their Extension

employment. The najorit4 of these agents held positions in commercial

gales r.Rd administration, out-of-state Extension, and teaching

non-agricultural subjects.

Attitudes Toward Seventy -Six Position Factors

The reader 16 reminded that for each of the 76 position factors,

each person responded to a five-point attitudinal scale. Mean weighted

scores were computed, by agent groupings, for each factor. It trill

also be recalled that the 76 position factors were classified into

nine position features. For each agent group, the factors under each

feature were ranked by mean weighted scores. These rankings were then

compared by computing a rank order correlation for each pair of agent

groups, A high correlation indicated that the two groups being compared

tended to agree on the rankings of their attitudes toward the factors within

9
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a featt.re.

Tn4 .e was much agreement among the three agent classification

groups on 11 specific factors in the job requirement feature. Both

the mean scores and rankings of the factors showed much similarity Lt

attitude. The rank order correlation computed on the rankings of the

factors included in this feature between each agent group was significant

at the .05 level. The former-continued group generally ecored the

job requirements the highest, followed in descending order by the present

group and the former-discontinued group. Three factors which had mean

scores of 4.0 or higher and received a majority of "like" or de:Arable

scores from all respondents were "working with farm people," "tea!lhing

youth," and "teaching adults." Two of the job requirements factors

received composite mean scores of V.5 o less and a majority of "dislike"

or undesirable scores from the agents; these were 'preparing statistical

and narrative rel,orts," and "preparing written programs and plans of work."

The rank -wder correlation between the agent pairings on rankings of

six job analysis features was significant at the .05 level. There WWI

much similarity of mean scores among the agent groups with the

former- continued group scoring the features somewhat higher then did the

others; followed in descending order by the former-continued and present

groups. The three job analysis features of "opplrtunity to make own

scnedule :4' work," "job diversificltion," and "experience derived from

Extimsion teaching" had composite attitudinal mean scores of 4.0 or

higher - a majority of "like" or desirable cores by the respondents.

An undesirable attitude toward "competition for family interest" was

reflected in a mean score of less then P.5 end a majority of "dislike"

scores by the respondents.

There was divergence of attlttsie toward the four salary factors

among the Uree agent classification groups. The rank order correlation

1 'I
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revealed that each agent group pairing had rankings which differed to the

extent of being not significant at the .05 level of confidence. Three

of the four salary factors had composite mean scores of 2.5 or less, and

a majt..rity of undesirable scores; theee were "salary ceilings,"

"salary schedules," and "salary increased based upon appropriatiors." The

mean score on each salary factor was considerably lower for the

former-discontinued group, with the former-continued group scoring them

generally hiOor than the present group.

There was much agreement among the rankings of the eix factors in

the policy feature. All agent group comparisons on rankings were significant

at the .05 level, and only .Alight differences existed in mean scores.

Tho former-continued group consistently rated the policy factors the

highest, while the present group generally scored thee higher than did

the former-discontinued group. The factors of "vacation provisions,"

"provisions for leaves for advanced study," and "retirement program" had

composite mean scores of 4.0 or higher and a majority 1 desirable responses

from the respondents.

'.wenty factors in the working relations feature had quite similar

new scores and their vankingn among agent groups were significant at the

.05 level on a rank order correlstion. The agents in the fo.mer-continued

group generally seore,1 the working relations factors slightly higher than

did the agents in the other two croups. The present group scored the

factors higher than did the former-discontinued group. Eight factors

showed a very favorable attitudinal response. A majority of "like" scores

and composite mean scores of 4.0 or higher were given to the following

factors: "working with youth activities," "relations with county Extension

L.H committee," " working with volunteer leadero," "professional contacts

and associations," "relations with co-workers," ''non-professional contacts

outside of Extension," "relations with the state 4-H Staff." The only
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working relations factor which received a majority of undesirable scores

and a composite mean score of 2.5 or less was "program diractives from

Extension administration."

There wai a considerable degree of similarity of attitude among the

agent classification groups on the six factors in the family feature

associated with the position. The rankings of these factors by the

three agent groups were identical, so the rank order correlation

among the groups is significant at the .05 level. The mean scores

on these factors were .y similar between the two former agent groups,

but the agents in the former-continued group scored them slightly higher.

The agents in the present group consistently scored every factor lower

than did the agents in the two former groups. None of the factors in

the family feature received a ma.')ority of desirable scores from the

reepondents, but the factor of "leisure time for personal and family

activities" had a composite mean score of less than 2.5 and a majority

of undesirable scores.

The attitudes toward six personal factors associated with the

position showed much similarity among the agent groups. The rank order

correlation computed between the rankings of each agent group we

significant at the .05 level. The mean scores on the factors were

quite similar, with the highest scoring given by the former-continued

group, followed in descending order by the former-discontinued and

present groups. The factor of "personal growth as an employee" had m

majority of desirable attitudinal responses from the agents, and a

composite mean score of 4.0 or higher.

The attitudes of the ',apondents on nine pre-service training

fnctors had a significant correlation of rankings between agent groups at

the .05 level. The mean scores for the factors showed much agreement

1"
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among the agent groups. "Training in technical agriculture" receiveC. a

majority of desirable scores from the agents, and had a mean score of

4.0 or higher. Th. 2ormer-discontinued group rated the pre service

training factors the highest, followed in descendinE; order by the

present and former-continued groups.

The range in mean scores among nine in-service training factors,

by individual agent classification groups, was very -lose. These

greatly similar mean scores, to a large degree, explain the large

variation in ranking of the factors in this feature by the agent

groups. The variation in rankings provided a rank order no:relation

that was not significant at the .05 level for any agent group pairing.

The former-continued group rated the factors slightly higher than did the

other two groups. The former-discontinued group provided the lowest

over-all rating for the in-service training factors. None of the

factors had a majority of desirable or undesirable scores.

Personal Comments

A total of 800 personal comments was made by the respondents to

two open-end questions requesting the most desirable and most

undesirable features of the county Extension agent, 4-11 position. 0:

the comments made, 329 were desirable and 471 were undesirable comment's.

The job analysis, working relations, and personal features were the

position factor groupings which commanded the greatest number of

personal commts.

Twenty or more desirable comments were made on each of four position

factors which were, in order of number of comments made: (I) "working

with youth activities," (2) and (3) "working with volunteer leslers" and

"opportunity to make own schedule of work," and (4) "job diversificalion."

There were also four position tutors which cummanded 20 or sort

5
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undesirable comments. In descending order of number of comments made,

these features were (1) "length of working day," (2) "salary schedules,"

(3) "program directives from Extension administration," (4) "annual

Extension salary."

Conclusions

1. The attitudes of county Extension agents, 4-H toward salery

are associated with length of tenure. A significant difference existed

in the rankings of salary features by agent groups; the agents with

the least tenure in the county 4-H agent position and those who resigned

from the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service gave lower attitudinal scores

to the salary feature of the position.

2. The attitudes of county Extension agents, 4-H toward in-service

training were associated with length of tenure. The agents with the

least tenure and those who resigned from the Ohio Cooperative Extension

Service gave loser attitudinal scores to the in-service training feature.

3. No significant difference existed in ranking of factors, by

agent groups, in the position features of job requirements, job analyRial

policy, working relations, family features, personal features, and

pre-service training.

4. Tenure in the county 4-U agent position may be affected by

differences found in the backgrounds of the present and former agent

groups. The ageots in the two former groups, who had the greatest

tenure in the 4-H position, had a greater percentage of agents Who had

served in the military, fewer number of years of occupational experience

prior to Extension employment, considered doing Extension work at an

earlier time, a greater percentage who had earned their undergraduate

degree at The Ohio State University, and had earned more advanced degrees.

14



5. Tenure in the county agent position is not affected by

degree of participation in youth organizations, relationship between

time of military service and Extension employment, age at time of

Extension employment, number or type of occupational experiences prior

to Extension appointment, oe.mpation of parents, years of farm experience,

type of influence on decision to do Extension work, type of undergraduate

or graduate degree, quarter of college graduation, or spouse's

understanding of the profession.

6. Some et the desiral,le factors of the county Extension agent, 4-H

position in the Ohio Cooperative Extension Service, which apparently

influence the length of tenure, are: wo:Ying with farm people, teaching

youth, teaching adults, opportunity to make own schedule of work, job

diversification, experience derived from Extension teaching, vacation

provisions, provisions for leaves for advanced study, retirement program,

working with youth activities, relations with :aunty Extension 4-H

committee, working with volunteer leaders, professional contacts and

associations, relations with co-workers, support of youth program by

co-workers, non - professional contacts outside of Extension, relations with

state 4-H stet, rersonal growth as an employee, and pre-service training

in technical agriculture.

7. Some of the undesirable features of the county Extension agent,

4-H position in the '..)hio Cooperative Extension Service, which apparently

influence the length of tenure, are preparing written programs and plans

of work, preparing statistical and narrative reports, coapetition for

ferny interest, salary ceilings, salary schedules, salary increases

based upon appropriations, program directives from Extension

administration, and leisure time for personal and family activities.

15
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8. A large percentage of county Extension agents, 4-11 did not plan

to make Extension youth work a career at the time of their employment.

Approximately 67 per cent of the respondents planned to make Extension

work a career at the time of their employment and only 34 per cent

planned an Extension youth career. Fifty per cent of the Agents who

planned en Extension career planned to use the County 4-11 agent position

to achieve another ibctension position to which they aspired.

Recommendations

The following recommendations were based upon the data obtained

in this study, the review of related research and literature, and

through conferences and conversations with other faculty members in the

Ohio Cooperative Extension Service. They were tempered by the judgment

developed by this researcher as a result of his experiences as a county

Extension agent, 4-H, a county Extension agent, agriculture, and an area

Extension agent, 441 in Ohio.

1. Develop greater understanding of the system of salary

determination. Mich evidence exists that agents do not understand salary

adjustment procedures. If supervisory personnel have justification for

the salary determinations which they make, there is no reason for a 441

agent to not understand his salary or to believe that there is

inequality of salary among agent positions. Supervisory personnel need

to be effective in performance appra!sal, specific in their suggestions

for improvement of professional competence, and "open and frank" in

their discussion of salary determination in counseling sessions.

2. Improve the salary levels to provide compensaaon comparable

to allied occupational fields. This could be accomplished by placing

greater priority on salary in future appropriation requests and

increasing the budget for present faculty salaries over creation of not

positions and filling vacancies. With the salary base for county

C;
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Extension agents, 4-H presently being provided by county appropriatlohu,

accomplishing this recommendation seems realistic in light of the

already apparent insecurity created by the procedure.

3. Increase the number of county Extension agents, 4-H in the

counties. This would reduce the concerns of agents and their families

with unreasonable hours of work and over-extended position requirements.

This would also reduce the concern of agents with the program directives

from Extension administration which require more agent time and effort

to accomplish. It would also provide the opportunity for agents to

specialize in certain program areas. A large percentage of the additional

county Extension agents, 4-H should be women, interested in and trained in

youth work. This has many implications for improving agent tenure and

effectiveness of the 4-H Club program in reaching its objectives.

4. Increase the number of Para- professionals employed in Extension

youth work at the county level. This would eliminate some of the

concern of 14-ii agents and their families with the lack of time for

personal and family activities. Employment of this type of personnel

can also contribut in relating the 4-H Club program to a greater

percentage of the potential 4-H audiences. It would also eliminate

the requirement of professional faculty members to perform many tasks

for which the tire involved results in limited productivity and is

not commensurate with the professional image deserving of a county 4-H

position.

5. Simplify the required monthly and annual statistieol reports,

the semi-annual narrative reports, and the annual narrative plans of

work. Evidence indicates that 4-H agents dislike reporting requirements

of the position. Simultaneously with simplifying the required reports,

I 7
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create a better understanding of the necessity for any reports

requested; enlighten the agents about the specific use and/or value

received from the reports as submitted.

6. Reduce the practice of utilizing the county 4-H agent position

as a training position for other Extension employment. Fifty per cent

of the agents who planned to make Extension work a career at the time

of their employment planned to use the 4-H position to achieve another

Extension position to which they aspired. Prospective personnel who are

not interested in youth work or who do not plan to make Extension youth

work a career should not be required, under any circumstances, to

accept a county 4-H position as a prerequisite to Extension employment.

This should increase tenure in the 4-H position and the quality of

county 4-H programs.

7. Employ - greater percentage of county Extension agents, 4-H

who are youth oriented, trained in education and human relations, and

desire careers in youth work. Prerently, only 34 per cent of the 4-H

agents plan to make extension youth work a career at the time cif their

employment. This recommendation can be accomplished by employing more

non-agricultural college graduates; one-third of all new 4-H personnel

being other than agriculture graduates, may be a realistic initial

goal from which adjustment could be made. This would involve providing

the county agricultural agent with the opportunity and the responsibility

to assume a similar resource role, in the 4-H program, to that

presently being fulfilled by county home economics agents. Such ft

procedure would provide greater utilization of county faculty resources

in program development, ct,nduct, and effectiveness. It would also

improve the probability of increased tenure in the county 4-H positions

and the benefits derived from that increased tenure.

18



8. Prcvide equal opportunity for county Extension agents, 4-H

to be named as county chairman. This recorriendation can eliminate

many undesirable position features as voiced by 4-H agents in this

study. It will improve the prestige of the county 14-H position within

the Extension organization, will provide 4-!t agent: with equal.

compensation opportunities, and will aid in the recognition of the 4-H

position as being of equal importance and stature rith other positions

by the people in the county. These factors may have a positive

influence on length of Is-H agent tenure, thus improving continuity

and effectiveness of county 4-11 programs.

9. Continue the emphasis by supervisors in the area of' faculty

working relations. There was much criticism in this study concerning

co-workers, which have implications for affecting 4-H program quality

and 14-H agent tenure. The evidence indicates tto t surervisory

personnel must attempt to identify these situations quickly and take

definite, positive action to resolve them.

1 O. Additional reseaich needs to be conducted in:

a. A comparison of the findings of the Jenkins study

on factors influencing the tenure of men agents in Ohio

with the findings of this study.

b. Factors influencing the tenure of County Extension

Agents, Home Economics In Ohio.

c. A feasibility study on doubling or tripling the

number of County Extension Agents, 14-H in Ohio.

d. Factors influencing tenure of women in Extension 4-H

agent positions.

Cleori,vhouse
e. Desirable characteristics of para-profession s in

Extension youth wilt. SE 1'2 IJI

on .4.1.i Loueation
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